Seminar/ Training/Workshop organized by institute

- Workshop on 'Linux Essentials & Administration'

  The Dept. of Computer Technology organized a one day workshop on ‘Linux Essentials & Administration’ for Third Year Computer Technology students on Saturday, 2nd Jan 2016. Mr. Tushar Kute from mITu Skillologies, Nashik was the resource person for this workshop. The students had the hands on experience on installation of Ubuntu Linux with dual boot loader, Working with terminal, basic commands & utilities, GUI Exploration, Administration, Programming and installation of various packages.

- Expert Lecture on ‘Startup Projects & Opportunities’

  The Dept. of Computer Technology organized an expert lecture on ‘Startup Projects & Opportunities’ for Third Year & Second Year Computer Technology students on Saturday, 9th Jan 2016. Mr. Ajinkya Lohakare, AJ Apps Developer, Kopargaon was the resource person for this expert talk. Mr. Ajinkya shared his own success story about development of AJ Book App and how he is being offered by many multinational companies like Apple, Microsoft etc. Mr. Lohakare focused on project development process in IT Industries. Then he guided students about how to start our own startup company on the basis of innovative ideas, how Indian Govt. is supporting for startups under Digital India policy. The students get motivated with this lecture and came forward to share their innovative ideas under Digital India.

- Seminar on “Cyber Security & Ethical Hacking”

  The Dept. of Computer Technology organized a seminar on ‘Cyber Security & Ethical Hacking’ for Third Year & Second Year Computer Technology students on Saturday, 23rd Jan 2016. Mr. Nilesh Dalvi, Managing Director, Infinity IT, Nashik was the resource person for the seminar. Mr. Nilesh guided the students on need of cyber security, Types of Hacking, Hacker Strategies, Cyber Crime & Attacks, Key Loggers, Key scrambler software, Anti-Key Logger Add on etc. He also demonstrated how to identify fake websites, fishing emails, fake social networking accounts and how to identify fake phone calls. The students get motivated & shown the interest in Cyber Security & Ethical Hacking as a good carrier option.
**A seminar on “Carrier Guidance & Recent Technologies”**

The Dept. of Computer Technology organized a seminar on ‘Carrier Guidance & Recent Technologies’ for Third Year & Second Year Computer Technology students on Wednesday, 27th Jan 2016. Ms. Megha Kurhe, Entrepreneur, Om Shanti Web Solutions India Pvt. Ltd, Mumbai and Mr. Vijay Mhaske, Managing Director, Archit Software Technology, Pune were the resource persons for the seminar. They guided the students about various opportunities of carrier, How to plan for better career? recent technologies requirements, important issues while choosing job etc. Ms. Megha encouraged students to opt for entrepreneurship. She also guided students, how to earn from home with the help of freelancing and social community websites. Students found this seminar very useful towards the selection of better career in future.

**Expert Lecture “Networking Technologies”**

The Dept. of Computer Technology and Information Technolog has organized an Expert Lecture on ‘Networking Technologies’ for Third Year & Second Year Computer Technology students on Friday, 29th Jan 2016. Mr. Yogesh Bagul, Managing Director, New Dream Learning Center, Nashik, was the resource person. He guided the students about Operating System, Desktop OS, RTOS, Network OS and Internetworking OS. He also focused on Introduction to Network, Networking devices, working of hub, switch, Bridge & router, V-LAN & Latest networking devices.

**Students Interaction:**

The Dept. of Computer Technology organized student-student interaction on Wednesday, 6th Jan 2016. Ms. Pooja Pavshe, a topper in Computer Network subject in Summer 2015 Exam, interacted with second year students. Ms. Pooja shared her experience about how she prepared a subject for exam, important topics of the subject-Computer Networks, do’s and don’ts of study etc. The students asked her queries about the subject and she satisfactorily guided them.
Expert Lecture on “Ethical Hacking and Computer Security”

An expert talk on the topic “Ethical hacking and Computer Security” was organized by the Information Technology Department on 8th January 2016. Mr. Tanmay Dixit (Director, Center of Personality Assessment and Graphology). He briefed the students about information and computer security and the role of forensics in it. He discussed about the concepts of authentication bypass, security issues associated with websites and networking, the recovery of hacked accounts, password and data recovery tools and techniques, the credit card frauds and protection mechanisms against them. The students were also given information about the different cases resolved by the crime branches and discussion about the techniques involved in investigation was also discussed.

- Expert Lecture on “Cyber Security”

The department had organized a seminar on ‘Cyber Security’ for the Final Year & Second Year Information Technology students on Saturday, 30th Jan 2016. Mr. Nilesh Dalvi, Managing Director, Infinity IT, Nashik was the resource person for the seminar. Mr. Dalvi guided the students on need of cyber security, Types of Hacking, Hacker Strategies, Cyber Crime & Attacks, Key Loggers, Key scrambler software, Anti-Key Logger Add on etc. He also demonstrated how to identify fake websites, fishing emails, fake social networking accounts and how to identify fake phone calls. The students get motivated & shown the interest in Cyber Security & Ethical Hacking as a good career option.

- Seminar on Introduction of Latex Technology:

Department of Electronics and Communication and Electronics and Telecommunication has organized a seminar on "Introduction of Latex Technology" on 30th Jan.2016 for third and second year students. Mr. P.S. Aswale was the speaker for this seminar. He is working as a Asst. Professor at SITRC, Nashik. He started with objective of this seminar. He asked the question on basics of C and C++. He gave the introduction of latex and explained the special features of
latex. He guided to students regarding what are good learning recourse of latex available in market. He gave the key points for students about how to create latex documents and how to write effective report using latex. In this way the seminar on latex is very beneficial to the students.

- **Seminar and Essay competition conducted on the occasion of Swami Vivekananda Jayanti:**
  - Department of Electronics and Telecommunication has organized a seminar on the occasion of birth anniversary of Swami Vivekananda in collaboration with ISTE Students Chapter, on 12th January 2016. Mr. Mangesh Pingale was the Guest of Honor for function. Mr. Pingale is working with Swami Vivekanand Kendra since last 34 years. He covers childhood of Mr. Narendra Nath along with various incidence related to science and technology which were discussed in religion meet at Chicago, Us. He stressed importance of Indian Philosophy to be a Successful human being in life. He highlighted the sentence “In your country tailors makes Gentleman, but in India Character makes the Gentleman”. He stressed the education of women to solve their problems themselves. On the Same day, essay writing competition was conducted. Thirteen students of Women’s Polytechnic attended the competition.

- **Industrial Visit to Satellite Station:**
  - The Electronics and Communication Engg department had organized an Industrial visit to Tata Institute of Fundamental (TIFR) Research and Giant Metrowave Radio Telescope (GMRT) Station situated at Narayangaon, Pune for the Second year and Final Year students on 1st January 2016. Mr. Sudhir Pathadkar of GMRT interacted with the students and provided the information about the working of radio telescope, the construction of the overall project and the area covered by it. He also informed them about the projects undertaken and the areas studied under GMRL like sun and solar wind, pulsers, nearby galaxies, cluster of galaxies etc. The students were also shown the observatory wherein the results are collected and processed, the server machines used in the laboratory, their configurations and also about the image processing software which is used for analysis. Fifty eight students attended the visit along with two staff members, Mr. B.N. Gajare and Mrs. S.B. Wagh.

- **Valedictory function of MSBTE Sponsored “One Week Faculty Training Programme on “Teaching English Language and Enhancing Communication Skills:**
  - Hon. Dr. K.N.Nandurkar, Principal of KKWIEER, Nashik, graced the valedictory function of MSBTE Sponsored “One Week
Faculty Training Programme on “Teaching English Language and Enhancing Communication Skills: Using Multimedia Tool and Language Laboratory” organized by Science Department, from K. K. Wagh Women’s Polytechnic, Nashik on 1st Jan. 2016. On this occasion, Prof. P.T. Kadve, principal, K.K.Wagh Polytechnic, Nashik, Prof. V. R. Khapli, principal, K.K.Wagh Women’s Polytechnic, Nashik, all HODs and staff were present on the occasion. In his valedictory address Dr. K. N. Nandurkar expressed the need of skill development and proper communication skills to sustain in the globalized world. Prof. P.T. Kadve also shared his views on this occasion. Mr.D.B.Deodhe, coordinator of the said programme proposed vote of thanks.

Training programme attended by faculty:

- Mr. H M Gaikwad, Head of Compute Dept., and Mr. R .M. Yeole (Lecturer, Information Technology Department) attended a one Short Term Training Programme on “Android App Development” during 25/1/2016 to 30/1/2016. The STTP was approved by Computer Society of India, Nashik Chapter and was organized at Guru Gobind Singh Polytechnic, Nashik. The training focused on Introduction to core JAVA programming, Android system overview and architecture, SDK installation, Basic Application Development, Advanced Application Design and Publish Your App.
- Ms.P.C.Khot, (Lecturer, Electronics and Telecommunication Department) attended a one week Faculty Training Programme on “Audio video engg” from 1/1/2016 to 5/1/2016. The STTP was organized at PVPIT, Budhgaon, Sangli and sponsored by MSBTE, Mumbai.
- Mr. V.S.Tarle (Head of Electronics and Telecommunication Department) Mrs. M.T. Suryawanshi (Electronics and Communication Department) and Ms. P. M. Wagh (Lecturer, Electronics and Telecommunication Department) attended one week Industrial Training Programme at “PRASARBHARTI” Pune from 11/01/2016 to 15/01/2016. The training is sponsored by MSBTE, Mumbai.

Any other

Electronics and Communication Department has organized expert talk on “Awareness about HB count in blood and how to improve HB with proper diet” and blood check camp which is supported by Akhil Bhartiya Vidyarthi Parishad on 19th January, 2016 on occasion of Swami Vivekanand Jayanti.
• “Hutatma Diwas”
K.K.Wagh Womens Polytechnic celebrated Hutatma Diwas on 30th January,2016. The importance of fight for independence and devotion given by Mahatma Gandhiji and his fellow workers was explained by Hon. Prof. Mrs. V. R. Khapli, (Principal). Two minutes silence was observed on that day as homage to respected Hutatma. Hon. Prof. Mrs. V.R.Khapli (Principal) All HODs, Faculty members, and Students were present on this occasion.

• Prof. Mrs. V. R. Khapli attended one day seminar on “तंत्रशिक्षण ,काल , आज आणि उद्या ” at Vamanrao Ithape polytechnic, Sangamner on 2nd January, 2016. The seminar is sponsored by MSBTE Mumbai.

• Annual social gathering “Avishkar 2016” held on 16th January, 2016. Students participated in various activated like sports, singing, dance, drama and enjoyed the event. Mrs. Shakuntala Wagh was chief guest for prize distribution ceremony. The senior alumnus of Computer Technology Ms. Bini Vijan (2004 batch passout) who is working as Technical Lead at CITIUS Tech, Mumbai was invited as a guest of honor.

• Celebration of Republic Day K.K. Wagh, Education society celebrated Republic Day with full honor on 26th January, 2016. The flag was hoisted at the hands of Chief guest Grand-daughter of late Kakushet Udeshi. Principals of all institute, staff members and students were present for the program. Dr. K.N. Nandurkar give message to all present.
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